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An information and puzzle book combined, which explores underwater habitats, from coral reefs to

Arctic waters, from the ocean bed to the rocky shore. The book focuses on a wide variety of

activities, from shipwreck or reef dives, to undersea oil-rig maintenance and deep-sea exploration.

The combination of divers, sealife and underwater machines creates an entertaining and instructive

game for children of all ages, and should afford them hours of enjoyment. Each underwater scene is

enlivened by colourful and realistic illustrations, while keys at the back provide answers when a child

gets stuck. A comprehensive index can also be used as a fact finder.
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Gave this series to a 6 and 9 year old last Fall. This is their favorite book. Educational, entertaining,

and fun to find the "seach for" items. PLUS - they learned an incredible amount about Sea Life and

Sea Animals - that they rememeber MONTHS later.Adults and children love this. Wonderful "hands

on" book for kids!

The illustrations are fantastic and my son really loves to look for all the hidden objects (some of

which are very hard to find). The text is really good also and we very highly recommend this whole



series.

I got this as a Christmas present for my cousin while at the same time she was learning in school

about the ocean and the wildlife that thrives in the seven seas. She both loved it and help her in

school.

This is a marvelously illustrated book for the grade school classroom, like so many of Usborne's

books. It can provide hours of enjoyment for children, perusing the illustrations and descriptions of

every imaginable fish. It gives glimpses of prehistoric seas, shipwrecks, coral dives, kelp forests,, so

many great designs. 82 pages, great colors, good for K-5. A recommended classroom book to hold

the interest of a child and help them to understand the undersea world. You can use it, also, to

encourage art designs, kids love coloring the bright colors of fish with crayon, colored pencil or

magic marker. These are anti-ADHD books and activities. (Sponge Bob is pro-ADHD, Square Pants

Bob is ADHD personified!)

This is one of my favorites - and one I always loved for my children to "study"! Now I'm giving is as a

gift. Well done, beautiful pictures, fun to look at and educatinoal at the same time.

My students like the pictures and they like looking for all the creatures. It is billed as having puzzles,

but it doesn't. It's a picture search and nothing more.
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